A GENERAL VIEW

of CHINA

by CHESTER F. T. LUC
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**EDITORIAL**

**WHAT FOR**

We are here at a Textile—coincidentally May Day. It doesn’t seem very long ago that we were all out in the open with the birth of spring. We have been through a long winter, but now we are in May, the month that is the gateway to the summer season of the world. The days are getting longer, the sun is shining more, and the world is becoming warmer. It is a time of growth and renewal, and we should make the most of it.

Some days have been a good time, and others have been bad. But in the end, it all seems to work out in the end. This is true of weather, and it is also true of life. Good days can turn bad, and bad days can turn good. The key is to make the most of every day, no matter what happens.

The month of May is also a time for reflection and appreciation. We should take time to remember the things that we are grateful for, and to think about the things that we want to improve. This is true of personal life, and it is also true of the world around us.

This is a busy month. There are many activities to do, and many things to think about. But it is also a time of rest and relaxation. We can take a break from the daily grind, and spend some time enjoying the things that we love.

In short, May is a month of growth and renewal. We can use this time to make the most of our opportunities, and to appreciate the things that we have.

---

**EVENING TEXTILE GRADUATES 117**

**Largest Class in Two Decades**

Presented Diplomas by May- or V. C. Cushing, President of the Ban- ban of Gardner, Americanization- Authorities, Address- esses Graduating Class

The 25th annual graduation exercises of the evening classes of the Textile 4-H Club were held on May 1st at the First State Bank Building in Gardner, Mass. The ceremonies were conducted by the president of the club, and were followed by a dinner at the local hotel.

The 4-H Club is a nationwide organization that promotes the growth and development of young people. The club has a long history in the state of Massachusetts, and it is a well-respected organization.

The graduates were presented with diplomas by the president of the club, and were then dismissed for the evening. The students were then given the opportunity to attend the graduation dinner at the local hotel.

The 4-H Club is a great organization, and it is one that we should all be proud of. It is a great way to get involved in your community, and it is a great way to meet new people.

---

**TEXTILE SCHOOL NOTES**

At Rogerian, N. C., the North Carolina School of Textile Education opened its fall term, and a large number of students attended. The school is well-known for its excellent programs, and it is a great place to learn about the textile industry.

---

**NEW NECKWEAR**

**Foulards in Four-in-Hand, with extra plié knitting, double the wear, ten guineas**

**SOFT COLLARED SHIRTS**

Made of Fino Oxfords Chevets, in white collar attached, button down points, double French cuffs or plain, collar: 2.50 each

---

**EASTER**

**Sunday Appliances**

**HOT LUNCH**

**APPOLIO AND SOMERSET CHOCOLATES**

**“At the Bridge”**

---

**QUALITY**

**COURTESY**

**SERVICE**

---

**The Advertisers Support The Text**
**Lowell Textile Swamps B. U. in opener, 2-1**

**Local Touch Up Pitchea Brown for 11 Hits. While Visitors Fade Before Throwing at Farrell and Joy.**

Lowell Textile school baseball players nosed out Pitcher Royal of Boston University 2-1 in the first game of a two-game series at the end of the season at Textile field on Monday afternoon. The visitors were unable to touch with Pitcher Farrell and Joy. Joy gave nine runs, and that was their total.

It was a fine day. A rare touch with the bat, but it didn’t mean much to those outside the Textile Textile student athletes, who seemed content to take it as a bit of steam. Spectators entered in as they looked on. Joy pitched 2-19 and continued to a 2-16, and when 6-3 the third man went out in the first inning, the few remaining walking of the few so much on cutters.

**New Downpour Pitches the First Ball**

Lowell Textile played fine baseball. They not only went to the attack victory, but they turned in some pretty vital plays they seemed to drive themselves. Perhaps the

**BEST EFFORT IN THIS LINE**

came in the fourth inning when Burke appeared England in a line play in a hit as an out was safe to one base line. Textile had the score in 1-0 in all eternity.

Roy Pitcher pitched fine baseball. He left the field without making out his hand. Two men scored during his stay, the player of the left side. Joy, who reminded him in this, left the opposition down with a hit. He was a hit that didn’t count, but he was out doing it as the game continued. He was second up in a line of study of men who had been on the right hand.

The victory came the leadership of Oly Hip, former New England baseball man.

They PLAINED MAGNIFICENTLY enough, but they helped themselves, and when they were started by the late recall, made a point. Their hits didn’t make much impression, nor did the final to third and fourth innings, and even then they not only scored two in this scene. Their left fielder, Scovil, started their scoring with a fine move to the line of post by perfect throw to the plate that headed up two textilist speedsters. Coton Kelley worked hard, and he passed a line of some basemen. Pitcher Joy was composed, and, when the score was four, to saw runners. Runners scored in many occasions, and it seemed that when a single had good

**HAMILTON WOOLEN COMPANY**

Southbridge, Mass.

Established 1831

Manufacturers of Worsted Dress Goods

**CHALIFOUX BUILDING USE STORE ELEVATOR PHONE 5138**

Our School Photographer

**BUILDERS OF LOOMS FOR EVERY KNOWN WOVEN FABRIC**

CROMPTON & KNOWLES LOOM WORKS

WORCESTER, MASS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

A. G. Norcross & Co., Charlotte, N. C.

Southern Representatives

**SOME PICKUPS**

A fine mark. Bob Gooch, nephew, pitched the first ball. He and Charley Hout in his first game, he was stacked up to the north shore.

Farrell was as steady as a clock. Joy, to succeed, had some difficulty hitting the plate at the time, but he won.

John andCap's, the Giants' player, had the easy hand to his touch.

Curtiss, centerfield for B. U., is a well-made man. He covered a lot of ground.

This boy Skorah has a fine hitting mark. He sold two Lowell runners in the plate for perfect jobs from left field. Donald, 3rd baseman, was sure.

Joy's hit to center in the first inning was the hardest of the game, though not the only two balls. The ball came in contact with one of the three pressers or it would be pretty easy. The score was two. Bob Keeler supplies good ball. Pitcher Rowe didn't think so, but Rowe has an off line. Burke was sure enough to blame the umpire for their troubles.

Owen caught a fine game. His work has to his position.

Boston University used its main team in a hit to 11 runs. Textile was hit by the 8-0.

**DRAUGHTING TOOLS AT**

The Thompson Hardware Company

204 MERRIMACK STREET

**LOWELL TEXTILE SCHOOL**

Located on Campus Grounds in Chemistry and Textile Coloring—Textile Engineering Degree of B. T. C. (Bachelor of Textile Engineering) offered for completion of prescribed four-year courses Through your College Prerogatives in Cotton Manufacturing, Wool Manufacturing Textile Designing

Scientific and practical teaching in all branches of textile manufacture including all conservation of the scientific and practical teaching in all branches of the school of the three-year degree.

**UNION NATIONAL BANK LOWELL, MASS.**

Capital 350,000

Surplus and Profits 850,000

**OFFICERS**

Equivalent to $1,200,000


director


Harry G. Snell, Act. Prs.

Edgar H. Snell, Cashier.

Harvey H. Pollard, Asst. Cashier.

P. M. Stone, Asst. Cashier.

J. A. Snell, cashier.


director


Alva B. Oser, Boston, Mass.

Samuel P. Putnam, Boston, Mass.

Frank I. Pollard, Boston, Mass.

B. F. Putnam, Massachusetts.

Walter L. Pollard, Massachusetts.

We offer the following: Cotton, Silk, Linen, Rayon, and Wool, and all the various blends of these, as well as all kinds of worsted goods and made-up articles.

Please Support Them ! !!
NATIONAL SILK DYEING COMPANY

5 COLT STREET
PATERSON, N. J.

NEW YORK SALESROOM
102 MADISON AVENUE

SKEIN and PIECE DYERS

FINISHERS and PRINTERS

WORKS

PATERSON, N. J.
DUNDEE LAKE, N. J.
ALLENTOWN, PA.
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

CANADIAN BRANCH

DOMINION SILK DYEING & FINISHING CO., Ltd.

DRUMMONDVILLE, P. Q., CANADA